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The TSG-460D is the ultimate sync, test pattern and time reference generator designed to satisfy all needs of 
3G HD-SDI, HD-SDI, SD-SDI, and analog operational environments in broadcast, post-production, OB and other 
applications. 

TSG-460 & CO-465
 Sync Generator and Changeover Series

The CO-465 is a universal modular automatic sync pattern generator changeover for use with the TSG-460. 
It can also easily be incorporated into any system containing other sync, test pattern generators. 

TSG-460D

CO-465
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Sync, Test Pattern and Time Reference Generator

The TSG-460 sync pattern generator provides all the reference, color black, tri-level sync, timing and test signals, 
LTC and VITC, together with analog audio, AES and word clock, needed to satisfy any application in 3G HD-SDI, 
HD-SDI, SD-SDI, NTSC, PAL, and mixed-standard installations.

For maximum security the unit is supplied with two hot swappable power supplies directly accessible from the 
front panel. Additionally a single internal power supply version is available for more cost effective installations.

Sync Generator Features
 � Outstanding performance, stability and reliability

 � Switchable output formats 3G HD, HD, SDI 

 � NTSC, PAL, 525, 625 switchable

 � Comprehensive range of test patterns for all analog and digital applications

 � ±2 field NTSC, ±4 field PAL timing range

 � Multiple configurable reference outputs, NTSC, PAL, tri-level sync in all HD formats

 � 4 LTC standard and offset or pulse outputs, user programmable

 � VITC on all SD outputs, user selectable

 � Analog stereo tone output with programmable interrupt

 � Embedded audio

 � Lock time to VITC on genlock ref input

 � 3 User programmable & animated text idents independent on each test output

 � Text idents in any language, bitmap import

 � Multiple configurable and independently adjustable reference outputs, color black and tri-level sync

 � 10Mhz reference input

 � Genlock to color black or tri-level sync

 � AES tone, silence and word clock

 � 2 pairs independent SD , HD & 3G SDI color black and test patterns with embedded tone/silence

 � Remote control, SNMP, NTP server and Client over Ethernet

 � GPS receiver option, lock time to UTC

The TSG-460D is designed for use either as a master or slave sync pattern generator. Where it is critical to have a 
backup the CO-465 auto changeover unit compliments the TSG-460D. 
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Sync Pattern Generator Auto Changeover

The CO-465 is a universal modular automatic sync pattern generator changeover for use with the TSG-460. It can 
be configured as 6 or 12 measured channels in 1 RU. All channels measure both the primary and backup signals. 
It can also easily be incorporated into any system containing other sync, test pattern generators. 
For maximum security the unit is supplied with two hot swappable power supplies directly accessible from the 
front panel.

To allow for mixed format requirements and offer maximum flexibility, each channel can be set to measure 
analog color black, SD-SDI, HD-SDI, 3G HD-SDI, or AES/EBU audio 75 Ohm. Each channel has a primary input, a 
backup input, a common output and a relay that switches one of the inputs to the common output.

Features
 � Up to 12 channels in 1RU

 � Front panel visual fault indication

 � Manual override facility

 � All channels can measure analog color black, SD-SDI, HD-SDI, 3G HD-SDI,  
       HD tri-level sync, timecode or AES/EBU

 � All channels will switch if one channel fails

 � Hot swappable redundant power supplies

 � Clear fault indication on front panel LCD

 �  All channels user configurable

CO-465/12 shown, CO-465/6 provides the same rear panel with 6 measure channels 
only. The CO-465/6 can be upgraded to 12 channels with expansion card install 

CO-465
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TSG-460D is supplied with two hot swappable power supplies directly accessible from the front panel 

TSG-460D

Sync Generator
Providing outstanding performance, stability and reliability the TSG-460 is the ultimate sync, test pattern and 
time reference generator designed to satisfy all needs of 3G HD-SDI, HD-SDI, SD-SDI, and analog operational 
environments in broadcast, post-production, OB and other applications. For maximum security the unit is 
supplied with two hot swappable power supplies directly accessible from the front panel. 

TSG-460 is supplied with single internal power supply 

TSG-460
Providing the same outstanding performance as the TS-G460D, the TSG-460 is designed with a single internal 
power supply version for more cost effective installations. 
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TSG-460D Specifications

Conforms to relevant EBU, CCIR or SMPTE specifications

Video Inputs
Connector:  BNC
Reference: (2) 75 Ohm looping
10 MHz : (1) terminating reference

Video Outputs
Connector:  BNC
(2) Analog color black
(2) Analog composite test
(3) Independent pairs of color black, tri-level sync 
(2) Independent pairs SDI color black with embedded silence (SD standard, HD 3G HD optional)
(2) Independent pairs SDI test pattern with embedded tone (SD standard, HD 3G HD optional)

Audio Outputs
(1) Balanced analog, AES, LTC Molex microclasp 30 pin connector
(2) AES unbalanced BNC
(1) DARS unblanced BNC
(2) Word clock TTL unbalanced BNC

Timecode Outputs
(4) LTC, user selectable - VITC, user selectable 

Control
LCD display with rotary knob and switch
(1) RJ45 Ethernet 100Base-T
(1) GPI/RS232 microclasp 10 pin connector

GPS Antenna Input
(1) SMB jack, various cable lengths available, see ordering sheet 

Color Black Outputs
Fsc stability:    ±1 Hz over temperature range
SCH phase:    0 degrees ±5 degrees
Return loss:    >35dB to 5 Mhz

Sync Pulse Generator
Subcarrier out frequency: 4.43361875MHz after warm up, PAL
Stability:    ±1Hz over temperature range
Amplitude:    1Vp-p
Return loss:    >35dB to 5 Mhz

Genlock
H range:    ±4 fields, PAL. Moves all timing relative to the reference input
Subcarrier:    0 to 360 degrees
Resolution:    <0.5 degrees of subcarrier
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CO-465 Specifications

Conforms to relevant EBU, CCIR or SMPTE specifications

Video Inputs per Channel
Connector:  BNC
Primary: (1) terminating
Backup : (1) terminating

Video Outputs per Channel
Connector:  BNC
Output: (1) terminating

Control
LCD display with rotary knob and switch

Changeover Threshold
Analog color black: On loss of signal
SD:    On loss of signal
AES/EBU:   On loss of signal
AES/EBU:   On loss of signal
HD tri-level:  On loss of signal
Timecode:  On loss of signal

Return Loss
Better than 36dB @4.43 MHz

Isolation
<60 dB, both directions, all channels to 1.5 GHz 

Power
Auto ranging 100-240V AC 50/60Hz  
Power consumption: TSG-460 21 watts max - CO-465 40 watts max

Physical
Width:   19” (48.26cm)
Depth:   TSG-460 15.95” (40.5cm)
  CO-465 14.96” (38cm)
Height:  1RU, 1.75” (4.45cm)
Weight:  13.2lb (6kg)

Environmental
Operating temperature 32-104 degrees F, (0-40 degrees C)
Relative humidity range: 0-90%, non-condensing

Warranty
2-year limited warranty, 24/7 service support
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Ordering Information

TSG-460D  Master SPG and test pattern generator with redundant power supplies
TSG-460   Master SPG and test pattern generator with single internal power supply
TSG-460/03   HD-SDI output (optional)
TSG-460/04   3G HD-SDI output (optional)
TSG-460/05   NTP server/client (optional)
TSG-460/06   GPS receiver including antenna, 8m cable and connector kit (optional)
TSG-460/06-035M GPS receiver including antenna, 35m cable and connector kit (optional)
TSG-460/06-100M GPS receiver including antenna, 100m cable, 20dB amplifier and connector kit (optional)
TSG-460/06-200M GPS receiver including antenna, 200m cable, 20dB amplifier and connector kit (optional)   
TSG-460/07  Replacement or spare power supply for TSG-460D (optional)
CO-465/12  Sync generator changeover, 12 measure channels with redundant power supplies   
CO-465/6   Sync generator changeover, 6 measure channels with redundant power supplies 
CO-465/Exp6   Expands CO-465/6 from 6 measure channels to 12 measure channels (optional) 
RMK490   Rackmount kit - side mounting slide rails (optional)

Since the introduction of our first analog router over three decades ago, Utah 
Scientific has been an industry leader in the design and manufacture of world-
class signal routing and processing. 

Hybrid technologies enable integrated frame sync, clean-quiet outputs, SMPTE 
ST 2022, A/D and D/A conversions, fiber optic conversion, audio embedding/
de-embedding, and MADI transport. By design, Utah products are the most 
energy efficient on the market.

Utah Scientific has the most experience in the design and manufacture of 
routing switchers and associated distribution products in the market. We 
take pride in knowing that the reliability and performance of our products are 
second to none and are backed by industry leading service and support.
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